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Robert David Steele was born
in the USA and raised in
South America and Asia as
the son of an oil engineer.
He returned to the USA for
an AB in Political Science
(thesis on multinational corporations and home/host country issues) and an MA in International Relations (thesis on predicting
revolution). He has also earned an MBA with a thesis in strategic
information management, and a Diploma from the Naval War
College. His professional service includes four years as a Marine
Corps infantry oﬃcer, nine years as a Clandestine Operations
Oﬃcer for the CIA, ﬁve years as the second-ranking civilian in
Marine Corps Intelligence, sixteen years as a Reserve military
intelligence oﬃcer, and twenty-one years as a private sector
proponent for intelligence reform and open source everything.
He seeks ﬁnancial and institutional sponsors able to embrace
and implement these ideas.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
AM A rECoVErIng Spy Who rEAlIzEd In 1988 , AfTEr

co-founding the Marine Corps Intelligence
Activity (MCIA), that the uS secret intelligence
program, which costs toward uSd 100 billion
a year, is largely worthless1. It is also representative of how other governments approach the
craft of intelligence – as something that is
secret, expensive, and in service to a few mandarins instead of the general public. Subsequent
to my own awakening, general Tony zinni,
uSMC (ret.), then Commanding general of
the uS Central Command (uSCEnTCoM), at the
time involved in two major wars and over twelve
“interventions” elsewhere, went on record with
his judgment that uS secret intelligence was providing him, as commander of a major regional
theatre command, with “at best” 4% of what he
needed to know2.
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our objective is to overturn centuries of topdown elite control focused on value extraction for
the 1% to the detriment of humanity at large: the
99%. hybrid governance3 overturns hierarchical
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governance rooted in corruption enabled by
secrecy. open Source Everything and open
Source Engineering use transparency to drive
innovation while eradicating corruption and
waste. e end-game is quite clear and is rooted in Truth & reconciliation: we agree to protect existing concentrated wealth in return for a
1% allocation some call redemptive or Inclusive Capitalism, others Mutuality Economics4,
so as to empower the 99% to reinvent intelligence, reengineer Earth, and create inﬁnite
wealth for all.
W H A T

I S

I N T E L L I G E N C E

Intelligence is not about secret sources and
methods. Intelligence is not about “inputs.”
Intelligence is decision-support. Intelligence is a
process of requirements deﬁnition (what do you
need to know), collection management (who knows
what we need to know), multi-disciplinary and
multi-lingual collection, a combination of machine
and human processing and analysis, and ﬁnally, the
production of decision-support. Intelligence must
be deﬁned and evaluated on the basis of “outputs”
and the utility to the public and to those representing the public. Anything less is a corrupt misdirection of public funds5.
My own appreciation for Collective Intelligence rooted
in public minds and public needs can be traced to Tom
Atlee’s ﬁrst book, e Tao of Democracy6. Tom introduced me to Jim rough, pioneer of dynamic facilitation7, and to many others. It is from Tom that I clearly
understand that my own focus now on Applied Collective Intelligence is part of a much larger mosaic. I share
with Tom the view that “wisdom of the crowds” is a
perverted mis-representation of what humanity is capable of achieving when engaged in an interactive respectful conversation instead of being treated as small uninformed opinions in isolation8, and I share with Tom a
concern about those who seek to deﬁne collective intelligence as something to be achieved artiﬁcially,
through machine intelligence and automated networks isolated from the spiritual, the cultural, the
context of humanity in its day to day life.
over the years Tom and I have talked about how
helpful it is to clarify for those not familiar with
intelligence as a craft (a speciﬁc process, generally
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with just two points of reference: the ten highlevel threats to humanity as identiﬁed by the
united nations high-level panel on reats,
Challenges and Change14 and the twenty
global problems identiﬁed by Jean-francois
rischard, then Vice president for Europe of
the World Bank15.
T E N

fIgurE 1

~ Intelligence as a Craft versus Intelligence as a Human Capacity.

H I G H

L E V E L

T H R E A T S

ese are the ten high-level threats to
humanity. ey are in priority order. ey
are useful as a means of measuring the
degree to which any particular government’s policies and programmes are relevant
to protecting their respective populations
and promoting prosperity.
poVErTy

~

InfECTIouS dISEASE

~

EnVIronMEnTAl

dEgrAdATIon ~ InTEr-STATE ConflICT ~ CIVIl WAr ~

but not advisedly done in secrecy) how it is diﬀerent
gEnoCIdE ~ oThEr ATroCITIES ~ prolIfErATIon ~ TErfrom intelligence as a human capacity for acquiring
rorISM ~ TrAnSnATIonAl CrIME
understanding and wisdom. Ever since I began champiese ten high-level threats are also a helpful starting
oning open Source Intelligence (oSInT) in 1988, I have
point
for any university, government, or other orgabeen operating in the area below Applied Collective
nizations
seeking to be genuinely multidisciplinary in
9
Intelligence . It is my on-going conversation with Tom
its
strategic,
operational, tactical, and technical
that led to this graphic being created.
processes and programmes.
My emphasis for the past quarter-century, mis-directese particular threats, in this particular order, are
ed as it turns out, has been on teaching over 66 govslightly
ﬂawed in that they do not reﬂect the continernments how to better access and leverage open
uation
today
of unilateral militarism, virtual colosources, in other words, I have been trying to ﬁx the
nialism,
and
predatory
capitalism. ey also do not
10
left or red side of the above duality . I failed, in part
include
the
potential
threat
of technology run amok,
because of the corruption endemic to the secret
both
in
bio-chemical
chain
reactions
and in computaintelligence world, where spending vast amounts of
16
tional
catastrophes
.
money on secret technical collection – mass surveillance – is proﬁtable for the few while being
T W E N T Y G L O B A L P R O B L E M S
unaccountable to the taxpayers for any absence of
here below are the twenty global challenges in three
a return on Investment (roI). Although I have
groups
as devised by Jean-francois rischard; this set of
always understood the value of oSInT to the pubchallenges
is noteworthy for its balance among planelic, it is only now that I am focused on helping
tary,
human,
and organizational challenges.
the public devise a capacity to confront and bury
all lies on all topics at all levels in real time.
g r o u p 1 ~ ShArIng our plAnET
gloBAl WArMIng ~ BIodIVErSITy & ECoSySTEM ~ fIShErIES dEplErecently – in the past ﬁve years, inspired in part by
TIon ~ dEforESTATIon ~ WATEr dEfICITS ~ MArITIME SAfETy & polherman daly, father of ecological economics, and
luTIon
by richard Stallman, the foremost pioneer along
g r o u p 2 ~ ShArIng our huMAnITy
with linux Torvalds of free, libre open Source
poVErTy ~ ConflICT prEVEnTIon ~ EduCATIon for All ~ InfECSoftware (floSS) – I have conceptualized the comTIouS dISEASES ~ dIgITAl dIVIdE ~ nATurAl dISASTErS
bination of holistic Analytics with True Cost Ecog r o u p 3 ~ ShArIng our rulEBooK
11
nomics and open Source Everything (as outlined
rEInVEnTIng TAxATIon ~ BIoTEChnology ~ gloBAl fInAnCIAl
in my latest book, but not noticed until nafeez
ArChITECTurE ~ IllEgAl drugS ~ EConoMIC CoMpETITIon ~
12
Ahmed proﬁled the idea in e Guardian) .
InTEllIgEnCE propErTy ~ E-CoMMErCE ~ InTErnATIonAl lABour
With this article I present a brief roadmap for
& MIgrATIon.
achieving Applied Collective Intelligence.
ere have been other important contributions17 but for
my elementary purposes, these two very informed and
S T A T E O F T H E W O R L D – NEED FOR
widely-accepted summaries of the state of the world
HOLISTIC ANALYTICS
and our shared challenges will do as a starting point.
I want to begin, as an intelligence professional intent
one of the ﬁrst tasks for any group practicing
on deﬁning the new evolving craft of intelligence13,
Applied Collective Intelligence is to devise their own
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list of threats, in priority order, for group
attention. e threats will diﬀer, especially in
priority, from place to place, but three of
them – poverty, disease, and environmental
degradation – appear to be universal.
HOLISTIC

PERSPECTIVES

NEEDED

fIgurE 2 illuminates what no university, no
government, no corporation, does today in
the way of holistic analytics18.

END
ERA

–

OF

THE

EIGHT

INDUSTRIAL
INFORMATION

TRIBES

We are at the end of the Industrial Era in
fIgurE 2 ~ Preliminary Concept for Holistic Analytics.
which scientiﬁc and technical achievements, and organizational achievements,
tribes from one another – and within the tribes,
have been abundant, and at global scale. unfortunatethe separation among organizations, and within
ly, these achievements generally have been divorced
and among organizations, the isolation of individufrom ethical foundations as well as the real-world
als who lack access to one another and to the inforneeds of the poorest, consequently being abusive of
mation they think is relevant to their varied
humanity at large in the long run. Western colonialresponsibilities.
ism, unilateral militarism, and predatory capitalism
have been dominant these past two hundred years19.
Applied Collective Intelligence seeks to leverage
Such “analysis” as has been done has favoured the
open source information and open source informainterests of the 1% over the 99%, and neglected a
tion technology speciﬁcally, open source engineering generally, to empower all eight of these tribes
respect for “ground truth” as well as any attempt to
toward the creation of the World Brain and the abilestablish “true costs” of any given policy, service,
ity to work together in a hybrid form respectful of
product, or behaviour. Without belabouring both
the future – our goal is nothing less than a prosperthe achievements and the shortcomings of the
ous world at peace, a world that works for all21.
Industrial Era, my focus now is on how best to
achieve remediation toward a prosperous world
that works for all.
T R U E C O S T E C O N O M I C S
one starting point is recognition of the fact that
governments are merely one of eight information “tribes” or networks, and generally the least
informed and the least agile. for some time
now, since I ﬁrst conceptualized the “smart
nation” in 199620, I have been thinking that
there are many sectors of society with knowledge that is not shared. Eight groups in particular concern me. ey are, in alphabetical order:
ACAdEMIC

~

~

CIVIl SoCIETy

lAW EnforCEMEnT

~

~

CoMMErCE

MEdIA

~

~

goVErnMEnT

MIlITAry

~

non-goV-

ErnMEnT

Civil Society includes labour unions, religions, and
activists who are not organized into non-government non-proﬁts. Media includes bloggers and
alternative media. My core point is that we are fragmented across society in a manner that makes it virtually impossible to “do” Applied Collective Intelligence. Completely apart from the reductionism characteristic of the Westerner whose approach to governance and science assures the isolation of each of these
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True Cost Economics, within which I include all possible feed-back loops and all possible aspects of holistic
analytics such as political-military, socio-economic, ideocultural, techno-demographic, and natural-geographic
costing22, is the essential foundation for assuring that
humanity is pursuing sound policies and behaviours in
relation to our fragile Earth and its extraordinary ecology
of plants, animals, and matter that we are now understanding is not a “solid” per se, but rather a particularly
dense conﬁguration of energy.
In practical terms, true cost economics demands that we
conduct research and document, for any given product,
service, behaviour, or policy: the water content; the fuel
utilized from creation of the raw materials through processing, transport, sales, and end-use; the degree of child
labour, regulatory violations, and tax avoidance inherent;
and of course the speciﬁc toxins released into the atmosphere, into public water bodies, or into the earth.
here is just one example: for a single white non-organic
cotton T-Shirt, the true costs include 570 gallons of
water; 8 kWh in energy used by machines; 11-29 grams
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of fuel; varied emissions of nox, So2, Co2,
and other volatile compounds; and in
toxins, 1-3g of pesticides along with diesel
exhaust and heavy metals (in dyes). Child
labor across any of seventeen countries, earning 50 cents a day, is also a cost for any given
cotton T-Shirt as traditionally produced23.
n2o,

W H O L E
H O L I S T I C

fIgurE 3

~ Whole Earth Holistic inking – Applied Collective Intelligence.

E A R T H
T H I N K I N G

Starting with the ﬁve major “spheres” deﬁned
by others that comprise the Earth, I add the
human subsystems (the natural-geographic
subsystem is the whole) and then strive to
make the point that the feedback loops
among all these systems are what we need to
understand if we are to reduce the negative
outcomes on the left and increase the positive
outcomes on the right.
Aside is a complementary and excellent
depiction of Total Impact Measurement
and Management (TIMM), a signal contribution from priceWaterhouseCoopers International in the united Kingdom24. It is a helpful means of illustrating how any given
activity, behaviour, policy, product, or service can be – must be – analyzed in relation
to its economic, social, and environmental
impacts, among others.

fIgurE 4

~ Whole Systems Analytics and Total Impact Measurement.

Academia, the economy, government, and
society are not structured – nor trained to
think – in this fashion. We are at the end
of centuries of reductionism dismissive of
true costs and obsessed with short-term
ﬁnancial proﬁts that beneﬁt the few at the
expense of the many including all generations into the future. e true costs of all
this misbehaviour are now converging to
threaten all humanity.
O P E N

fIgurE 5

~ Open Source Everything (Partial Depiction).
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open Source is not, as many assume, simply
a legal and technical concept referring primarily to software and increasingly also to
hardware, denoting that the software or
hardware is freely available and open to both
redistribution and modiﬁcation without substantive encumbrance.
open Source Everything (oSE) is a meme, a
mind-set, and a philosophy of education,
intelligence (decision-support), and research.
e below diagram is representative of the
larger ecology.
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O P E N S O U R C E I N T E L L I G E N C E
What really matters about the above partial representation is that we must treat all of them as an ecolfor over a quarter-century others and I have been
ogy and go “all in” across all the opens. open data
pointing out that the current approach to governwithout open hardware and open Source Software
ment intelligence (emphasizing secrecy and mass
is merely gifting all our data to corporations that will
technical surveillance) as well as the current approach
continue to impose the wasteful costs of proprietary
to commercial intelligence (emphasizing indussoftware licensing fees, training, and maintenance,
trial and cyber-espionage) are deﬁcient29. In my
costs that most local governments and small businesses
view, over 90% of what we need to know to be
are now ﬁnding impossible to continue paying.
eﬀective stewards of the Earth and productive
In commercial terms, oSE is a means of harvesting the
citizens is not secret, not expensive, and not harCognitive Surplus of a broadly distributed, self-motivated
vested by governments, corporations, or even
network25. of particular note is that oSE is the only techuniversities.
nical approach that is aﬀordable, inter-operable across all
Since I have published so much about open
boundaries, and scalable toward the 5 billion people
Source Intelligence (oSInT) I am reluctant to
whose needs are not responsibly addressed by the acaderepeat
or even summarize that body of work
my, economy, government, or society of the present.
here30. Instead I draw the reader’s attention to a
oSE is the ethical, intellectual, commercial, and legal
ﬁve points:
underpinning for the emergent new economy that is
1 ~ My experience has shown that there are 33
collaborative, ethical, inclusive, and sharing in nature.
core languages, including 11 dialects of Arabic,
e essence of ﬁnancial proﬁtability for Applied Colthat are required if one is to be comprehensive
lective Intelligence within this new economy lies in a
about exploring human knowledge in any given
mix of free education combined with licensing, serdomain. I know of no government, corporavices, and the monetization of transactions. oSE can
tion, or university that is serious about doing
be licensed in multiple forms using Creative Commulti-disciplinary
research across this range of
mons designations, such that the code, to use a softcore
languages
–
and
even less so across the 150
ware example, is open to modiﬁcation and redistribadditional
languages
I
and others have identiﬁed
ution, but cannot be used to collect ﬁnancial remuas
being
relevant
if
one
wishes to be competent in
neration without engaging the originator.
understanding all local challenges and emergent
Creative Commons is a viable legal construct but
solutions.
not yet fully established in law or in technology to
2 ~ Today, as “big data” is becoming fashionable, I ﬁnd
the extent that it actually protects social enterpris26
that no one really understands the obstacles to doing
es and their intellectual rights .
big data at exascale levels, and that no agency – least
oSE is the underpinning for local to global inforof all the uS national geospatial Agency – is compemation-sharing and sense-making, allowing for
tent
at oﬀering a suitable geospatial platform for
the eﬃcient harvesting and harnessing of culturmachine
speed data fusion31. Although googleEarth
al, historical, and linguistically speciﬁc informaand Keyhole Markup language (KMl) are useful, they
tion across all boundaries, human, ﬁnancial,
do
not accommodate non-geospatial data. CrisisMapand technical. e term of art for the human
pers
is of great interest to me, along with openaspect is Multinational, Multiagency, MultidisStreetMap,
but both will have diﬃculty scaling and
ciplinary, Multidomain Information-Sharing
27
neither
they
nor google Earth have a sparse matrix
and Sense-Making (M4IS2) . I shorten that,
unstructured
database
architecture ready to go to hold
instead of using the acronym, to Multinational
all
information
in
all
languages and all mediums in
Everything. In combination with oSE, a prerelation
to
the
geospatial
foundation. A major task
dominantly technical term of art, the two
for
Applied
Collective
Intelligence,
apart from fosterdeﬁne a virtual World Brain in which all minds
ing
acceptance
of
open
Source
Everything and
eventually are connected to all information in
Multinational
Everything,
will
be
to establish new
all languages and domains, all the time and –
data standards that are, in addition to open, geospathis is really important – all humans have infortially grounded.
mation tools with which to make sense of it all
and achieve direct democracy and deliberative
3 ~ Analytic competence across sources, processing,
dialog across all boundaries.
back oﬃce and desktop toolkits, and meaningful
access to decision-makers, is marginal at best. We
My book, e Open Source Everything Manifesto,
still do not have, in one integrated suite of tools,
and the home page for the topic28, together oﬀer
the eighteen functionalities identiﬁed in 1989 by
additional insights into the larger context and
the Central Intelligence Agency as necessary for
potential application of this concept.
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calculated on the basis of the total ﬁnancial
cost. Intelligent design integrating biomimicry37 and deeply appreciative of both
true costs of resources and future eﬀects of
toxins is not standard. We are now at a
point where ephemeralism can be achieved
by leveraging oSInT.

fIgurE 6

~ Enhanced Approach to Embedded Intelligence.

any analyst to make the most of the data assigned to
them. I consider all analytic toolkits today to be fraudulent in their claims and ineﬀective in their performance32.

Embedded Intelligence is characterized as
the ability of a product, process or service to
reﬂect on its own operational performance,
usage load, or in relation to the end-user or
environment in terms of satisfactory experience. is self-reﬂection is facilitated by information collected by sensors and processed
locally or remotely to derive insight. ese
aspects must be considered from the design
stage such as to enhance product lifetime and
performance, increase quality of process or service delivery, or ensure customer satisfaction and
market acceptance38.

e above graphic combines the original concept
focused
on the manufacturing aspect, with my
4 ~ Even the most prestigious universities fail the smell
new
concepts
focused on the decision-support to
test when one looks at the degree to which profesdesign
aspect.
sors cite relevant works from beyond their small
e prevailing approach to EI is that of IBM and its
established circles – and certainly almost never in
“Smart Cities” concept. is is an example of doing
other languages. university research is, in two
the wrong things righter39. doing the right thing
words, incestuous and pedestrian. At the same
would involve adding True Cost Economics as Suptime, recognizing that some excellent work is
ply
Intelligence, holistic Analytics as demand Intellibeing done here and there, the fact is that
gence,
and open Source Everything as Engineering
roughly 1% of scientiﬁc research that has been
Intelligence.
Taking this approach will, I believe, cre33
carried out actually gets published .
ate a new gold standard for both the emergent disci5 ~ oSInT is primarily about human contacts and
pline of embedded intelligence, and the emerging discihuman conversations and human insights
pline of integral decision-support. My focus is on a
34
arrived at among humans . It is not, as the
complete re-design of the academy, the economy, govAmerican spies have sought to deﬁne it,
ernment, and society, to embed intelligence in what we
about surﬁng the Internet with uS citizens
build, how we build it, and how we use it.
whose only qualiﬁcation for being present is
that they have a Top Secret clearance. In my
T H E W A Y A H E A D
view we are at the beginning of a renaissance
in the role of the university as a catalyst for
open Source Everything is how we enable local to national
education, intelligence (decision-support)
and then international governments, universities, and all othand research; the university must again
ers to share data while respecting anonymity, identity, pribecome central to civilization.
vacy, and rights. is is the only aﬀordable, interoperaO P E N S O U R C E E N G I N E E R I N G
ble, scalable solution. ose that limit themselves to
open data (retaining proprietary approaches to everyere are two terms I want to bring forward
thing else) are destined for failure, and more rapidly so
here, the ﬁrst is ephemeralism and the second
when corporations refuse to share their own data with
is embedded intelligence.
the government.
35
Ephemeralism, coined by Buckminster fuller ,
True Cost Economics is how we transform the entire
refers to the ability to create more with less. In
today’s environment of “cost plus” contracting,
data ecology of any given community – all stakethis is not done. e true cost of any given prodholders and not only the government – so as to radiuct or process is not considered. Waste on the
cally reduce waste and achieve design and engineerorder of 50% is documented36 – but welcomed
ing eﬃciencies simply not contemplated nor realbecause proﬁts – and kickbacks to politicians – are
ized beforehand.
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holistic Analytics – transparent, truthful,
and inspiring of public trust – is our larger
method.
open Source Engineering is the applied outcome of all of the above. It creates smart safe
communities in which waste has been eradicated and corruption is so transparent as to
be quickly eradicated.
A

N E W

K N O W L E D G E

P A R A D I G M

I have concluded that education, intelligence (decision-support), and research are
now badly trained, equipped, and organized. Changes must be made. My intent is
to make it possible for every government
fIgurE 7 ~ Grand Strategic Design for Integral Education,
element, every other organization, and
Intelligence, & Research.
individuals, to access information relevant
to their mission or interest across all
boundaries, while being able to aggregate
for human welfare?” As authors from John ralston
and exploit that information rooted in geospatial and
Saul to Matt Taibbi have documented44, when scitime-date visualization, aggregated by threat or policy
ence and capitalism do great harm to humanity,
domain, and further separable for consideration at each
they are out of control and must be stopped.
level of analysis: strategic, operational, tactical, techniToday we see the re-emergence of religion along
cal.
with consciousness and spiritual exploration and
is depicts my overview of Applied Collective Intelnew forms of civic dialog in which the governligence as a constructive force for academia, the
ment is recognized as being unable to govern and
economy, governance, and society.
only one of eight larger human organizational elements
that must learn to share. Islamic economics
I will not belabour the elements, other than to note
and
ﬁnance
are coming to the fore as being more
that the six terms in the inner circle – Ephemeralethical
and
respectful
of human needs45, than secular
ism, human Scale, panarchy, World Brain, Smart
“anything goes” Western capitalism of the goldman
nation, and global game – are all central to
Sachs
variant. Similarly e Most holy father of the
Applied Collective Intelligence.
Catholic Church has recently reversed the decades of
repression against the Jesuits and liberation eology,
H U M A N R I G H T S , E A R T H ’ S R I G H T S ,
and sought to make a new compact with the poor46 –
A N D T H E R E - U N I F I C A T I O N O F
the ﬁve billion poor whose annual aggregate income is
RELIGION, PHILOSOPHY, AND SCIENCE
four times that of the one billion rich47.
despite my continued emphasis on the centralihuman rights are central to the liberation of the
ty of the human factor (computers are tools –
inherent intelligence and innovative possibilities that
artefacts – nothing more40) I ﬁnd it helpful to
humans, uniquely among all living species, appear
always single out human rights including the
capable of. It should also be clear by now that plants
rights of anonymity, identity, privacy, and rights
and animals are not just alive, but conscious and comgenerally to one’s own labour and intellectual
municating with one another48 hence they merit our
property.
respect and eventually we must be able to integrate
what they know into our larger understanding. lastly,
It is also helpful to observe now, as Vampire
I would suggest that humanity is on trial and failing
Capitalism comes face to face with its own
the ultimate cosmic test. We have allowed the 1% to
demise41, having destroyed its seed corn, the profence the commons, criminalize natural behavior49,
ductivity of the public, that religions and philosoand sponsor programs of war and bio-chemical hazard
phy matter. Although Will durant has done more
inimical to humanity and to all living creatures50.
than most to address the critical role that integral
education and a proper philosophy play in addressApplied Collective Intelligence re-uniﬁes religion, phiing “the social problem42,” it is E.o. Wilson, in his
losophy, and science. Applied Collective Intelligence
book Consilience: e Unity of Knowledge43, who
restores as our human goal the creation of a prosperous
answers the question, “What is the relation between
world at peace, a world that works for all. In passing,
Applied Collective Intelligence protects the 1% from the
science and the humanities, and how is it important
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of ensuring that anonymity, identity, privacy,
and rights are properly protected within all
development, while also championing an
Autonomous Internet52 and liberation Technology53.
2 ~ e global (Serious) game as the interac-

tive manifestation of the open Source Everything Innovation hub applied to real world
challenges using real world information –
this is where all True Cost information can
reside in a sparse matrix connected to a
local to global digital open source map that
allows any citizen to see the speciﬁcs and
totality of all true costs in relation to anything of interest to them.
fIgurE 8 ~ Organizing for Applied Collective Intelligence.
3 ~ e World Brain Institute as the local
to global proponent for extending the platpitchforks, avoids a blood-bath certain to include the downform to every organization world-wide,
ing of selected lear Jets here and there, and creates inﬁnite
while empowering individuals via the four
wealth for all while eradicating Western forms of waste, of
online domains:
corruption, and of sacrilege.
A ~ World-Brain.net strives to register as many as
wish to in a manner that both validates their
F I V E O R G I N A Z I O N A L I N I T I A T I V E S
identities when such validation is essential to the
ere are ﬁve organizational initiatives I would like to
process and they opt-in; while also providing them
see sponsored by any single government, altruistic
with reliable anonymity & privacy, as well as means
corporation, or visionary university – or any combiof reserving rights related to any knowledge or data
nation thereof. e below graphic depicts four of the
they share. is is not a revenue producer, but this
ﬁve, with the ﬁfth, an open Source Everything
captures billions of human minds that can be moneInnovation hub, being methodical rather than
tized through the other three online networks.
institutional.
B ~ World-Brain.Edu strives to be the platform for
SChool of fuTurE-orIEnTEd hyBrId goVErnAnCE.
persistent pervasive free online education for life,
is is envisioned as a new residential school
while also serving as a foundation for any individwith an extension program for non-resident stuuals and organizations who wish to organize localdents, as well as a very robust program of faculty
ized face to face and both physical and online
and student exchange, joint investigations,
human to human educational options. is will
shared online databases, and other forms of outtake testing and tutoring as well as team learning to
reach to universities, governments, corporations
entirely new levels of excellence and eﬀectiveness.
and non-governmental organizations around
C ~ World-Brain.org is a revenue-producer and makes
the world. While proposed as contingent on
the university the hub for M4IS2 world-wide at all levearmarked funding, the School could nevertheels of practice from local to global. from knowledge
less be started as a virtual entity from existing
gap identiﬁcation to research funding and new forms
human, physical, and ﬁnancial resources. A
of co-investment (including the harnessing of cogninew building and green village complex are
tive surplus and crowd-sourcing) to new forms of
envisioned with twelve wings – one each for
quality control that eradicate plagiarism and optimize
each of the eight information networks or
Creative Commons credit and compensation, this
tribes51 as well as the four Centres shown above.
aspect seeks to double or triple the return on investment of the existing research base while cleansing it
My intent is to create a model that can be replicated
of waste from redundancy and corruption related to
– and adapted – to any local circumstance.
plagiarism and poor sources and methods.
1 ~ Within the School there would be a provost
Centre for Comprehensive Architecture where all
d ~ World-Brain.Com is a revenue producer impleof the schools and departments of the larger unimenting the herring Triangle54 of shared monitorversity might form an intellectual, data-sharing,
ing, shared help desk, tailored decision-support, taiand methods council – the new high table of acadlored strategic forecasting with its local to global
emia. is Centre would also take on the vital task
online structured and validate information commons
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(displacing the erratic and shallow archipelago of unreliable and biased sources today),
its local to global distributed network of
help desks (reference librarians without
borders augmented by information brokers, private investigators, investigative
journalist, citizen activists, and so many
others), and of course as a central registry
for commercial intelligence with each
source having a validated record of past
performance.
3 ~ e Centre for public Intelligence is the
model that can be replicated at any level
anywhere by anyone using free open
source software and hardware that in
fIgurE 9 ~ Uniting the Eight Tribes with Open Source Everything.
turn enables localized free open cloud to
open spectrum public agency. e value
Cf. Wolfgang reinicke, Global Public Policy: Governof the whole is found in its clarity, divering without Government (Washington, dC: Brookings Instisity, integrity – and the sustainability it enables55.
tution press, 1998) and Wolfgang reinicke et al (eds.), Crite School (or Institute) that I envision would lead the
ical Choices: e United Nations, Networks, and the Future of
way in creating a new phd/dBA in Applied Collective
Global Governance (ottawa, on: IdrC Books, 2000). An
important early work, one earning the author the nobel
Intelligence and open Source Everything / Engineering.
prize, is Elinor ostrom, Governing the Commons: e Evolugraduates would master holistic Analytics including
tion of Institutions of Collective Action (Cambridge, MA: CamCitation Analytics, Time & Space Analytics, and True
bridge up, 1990 ). her key point: the best governance
Cost Analytics; True Cost Economics; open Source
demands the complete participation of those being governed,
Everything as engineering and technology manageboth as rule-makers witting of all relevant local knowledge,
ment; and hybrid governance sources and methods.
and as rule-enforcers, constantly present and in human contact
with one another and the commons being governed together.
e ultimate outcome is the transparent, truthful interedemptive Capitalism is a term used by Bo riddle (pergration of all information in all languages all the time,
sonal communication); Inclusive Capital is a term used by lady
such that all individuals and organizations across the
rothschilds of london, see her Conference on Inclusive Capitaleight information tribes are empowered in a manner
ism, 27 May 2014. Since capitalism emphasizes capital over labour
and raw materials, I reject the term in favour of Mutuality Econever before achieved. is ﬁnal graphic depicts my
nomics
as championed since 1947 by one very wealthy American
“atomic” vision in which the above institutional and
family, the Mars family. Cf. Badger II, Stephen M. (2014). “Editomethodological initiatives create a Whole (human)
rial,” e Brewery online pdf (london, uK: freuds, January 2014),
Mind favourable to a Whole Earth.
and Bruno roche, “e Economics of Mutuality,” online pdf
3

4

8

——————
1
Academic followers of the secret world who are lacking
in actual practitioner experience will be quick to challenge
this assertion. My publications, all free online, include two
books with forewords by past and then present chairmen of
the uS Senate Select Committee on Intelligence (SSCI). My
motto, “the truth at any cost lowers all other costs,” in one
that academics with limited real-world experience would do
well to embrace. My body of work, including books, articles,
chapters, monographs, and lectures, is easily accessed via phi
Beta Iota the public Intelligence Blog, http://www.phibetaiota.net, hereafter PBI.
2
general Tony zinni, uSMC as relayed to Col g. I. Wilson, uSMC (ret) and in turn cited by robert Steele, “open
Source Intelligence,” in loch Johnson (ed.), Strategic Intelligence:
e Intelligence Cycle (Westport, CT: praeger, 2007), Chapter 6:
96-122. Two graphics with additional information, including a second “fact checking” back to general zinni via Col Wilson, are at
http://www.phibetaiota.net/?s=graphic+zinni.
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(universite Catholique de louvain, 2014).
5
Cf. Mark Tovey (ed.), Collective Intelligence: Creating a
Prosperous World at Peace (oakton, VA: Earth Intelligence network,
2008). I funded this book and was originally the senior co-editor, but
removed myself from the cover to honour the comprehensive contributions of then phd candidate Tovey, today dr. Tovey.
6
Tom Atlee, e Tao of Democracy: Using Co-Intelligence to Create a
World that World for All (Cranston, rI: Writer’s Collective, 2003).
7
Jim rough, “dynamic facilitation and Wisdom Council,”
ToBe.Net (undated, accessed 3 September 2014). See also Jim rough,
Society’s Breakthrough!: Releasing Essential Wisdom and Virtue in All
the People (Bloomington, In: Authorhouse, 2002).
8
Cf. Tom Atlee, “Tom Atlee: factors Supporting Collective
Stupidity, Collective guesstimation, Collective Intelligence, and
Collective Wisdom,” PBI (13 August 2014) and also “Tom Atlee:
flawed Wisdom of the Crowds – neglects Conversation & role of
Interaction,” PBI (10 August 2014).
9
Cf. robert Steele, e New Craft of Intelligence: Personal,
Public, & Political (oakton, VA: open Source Solutions, Inc.,
2002) and its central chapter, “new rules for the new Craft of
Intelligence,” both easily found in full text online at PBI.
10
When the north Atlantic Treaty organization (nATo)
could not aﬀord Alvin Toﬄer, he recommended me, and I was
hired to brief all the leaders of all the nATo and the partnership
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23
for peace (pfp). at led to the creation of the NATO Open
As researched by J.z. liszkiewicz and documented at
Source Intelligence Handbook and other documents. e eﬀort
http://true-cost.re-ﬁgure.org.
24
was a failure in part because the spies have money with which to
As included in dennis nally, “Measuring the impact of
corrupt third country intelligence leaders, and the common sense
a company on society: how to gain an all-round view,” e
of open Source Everything has no ﬁnancial champion. All releBrewery Journal (January 2014): 29-31.
vant documents are online at http://tinyurl.com/nATo-oSE.
25
Cf. yochai Benkler, e Wealth of Networks: How Social
11
Cf. herman daly and Joshua farley, Ecological Economics:
Production Transforms Markets and Freedom (new haven,
Principles and Applications (Island press, 2003); herman daly and
CT: yale university press, 2007); and Clay Shirky, Cognitive
John Cobb Jr., For the Common Good: Redirecting the Economy
Surplus: Creativity and Generosity in a Connected Age (new
toward Community, the Environment, and a Sustainable Future (Beayork, ny: penguin, 2010). ere are multiple other pioneers
con press, 1994); and herman daly and Kenneth Townsend (eds.),
including Michael Bauwens (peer-to-peer).
Valuing the Earth: Economics, Ecology, Ethics (Cambridge, MA: MIT
26
lawrence lessig, “A message from larry: A new
press, 1993).
CEo and a challenge to the CC community,” Creative
12
robert david Steele, e Open Source Everything Manifesto:
Commons (14 May 2014).
Transparency, Truth, & Trust (Berkeley, CA: north Atlantic Books,
27
I learned the M4 portion of the term from Col Jan2012); nafeez Ahmed, “e open source revolution is coming and it
Inge
Svensson,
land forces Sweden (ret.), and added the
will conquer the 1% – ex CIA spy,” e Guardian (19 June 2014).
IS2. recent brieﬁngs where I have advocated this approach
13
Cf. robert david Steele, “e Evolving Craft of Intelligence,”
include 2013 robert Steele on healing the Americas with
in robert dover, Michael goodman, and Claudia hillebrand (eds.).
an
open Source Agency – and Integrity; dicho Sobre la
Routledge Companion to Intelligence Studies (oxford, uK: routledge,
Curacion de las Américas con una Agencia de Todo Abier2013); see also “Intelligence future – e ird Era of local to
to – y la Integridad; 2010 M4IS2 Brieﬁng for South America
global Intelligence,” PBI (15 April 2013).
14
–
2010 M4IS2 presentacion por Sur America (AnEpE Chile);
high-level panel on reats, Challenges, and Change, A
and 2009 e ultimate hack: re-Inventing Intelligence to
More Secure World: Our Shared Responsibility (new york, ny: unitre-Engineer Earth (denmark 27-28 october 2009).
ed nations, 2004).
28
15
open Source Everything home page,
Jean-francois rischard, High Noon: 20 Global Problems, 20
http://www.tinyurl.com/oSE-2014.
Years to Solve em (new york, ny: Basic Books, 2003).
16
29
Tom Atlee provided this comment in his review of the ﬁrst
Cf. Selected articles and chapters at “2014 Intelligence
draft of this article, in e-mail (4 September 2014).
reform (robert Steele),” PBI (21 January 2014), and “Books
17
Cf. nafeez Ahmed, A User’s Guide to the Crisis of CivilisaBy and With robert Steele,” PBI (1 July 2013).
30
tion: And How to Save it (london: pluto press, 2010); lester
for the basics see “As featured In Selected publicaBrown, Plan B 4.0: Mobilizing to Save Civilization (new york,
tions,” PBI (19 January 2013).
ny: W. W. norton & Company, 2009); Jerome glenn et al.
31
Cf. “Big data @ phi Beta Iota,” http://bit.ly/1ATKQAr.
2013-2014 State of the Future (Washington, dC: e Millenni32
Cf. “2014 robert Steele: Appraisal of Analytic foundations
um project, 2014); and Medard gabel, Designing a World that
– Email provided, feedback Solicited – updATEd,” PBI (1 May
Works For All: Solutions & Strategies for Meeting the World’s
2014) and “1989 Webb (uS) CATAlyST: Computer-Aided Tools
Needs - 2005-2013 Labs (Seattle, WA: CreateSpace, 2014).
for the Analysis of Science & Technology,” PBI (15 october 1989).
18
is graphic stems from my combining the ten high-level
33
Cf. derek Bok, Universities in the Marketplace: e Commerthreats to humanity with the twelve core policies identiﬁed
cialization of Higher Education, princeton, nJ: princeton university
through an examination of various uS presidential “Mandate
press, 2004); and Stephen E. Arnold, “no Search or publishing for
for Change” blueprints. no one is organized to address any
Science,” Beyond Search (30 July 2014).
one threat or policy as a whole. no one is organized to evalu34
I have made this point for a quarter century but especially so in
ate and address all threats across all policies all the time.
my brieﬁng, “2007 Amazon as hub of World Brain,” PBI (7 July 2007),
regardless of what threats and what policies a group decides
and my monograph, Human Intelligence: All Humans, All Minds, All
to embrace for action, they must all be attended to in a holisthe Time (Strategic Studies Institute, June 2010). I do not address
tic manner. I have not included here a graphic I created after
reﬂexive practice in the article, but do wish to note that I consider it a
viewing Monica Anderson’s “Science Beyond reductionism,” Syntience (2010). My additional graphic can be viewed
central tenet of Applied Collective Intelligence.
35
online by searching for < graphic: holistic Mind-Shift
Cf. Buckminster fuller, Critical Path (new york, ny:
Toward hybrid public governance of the Whole by the
St.Martin’s griﬃn, 1982) and also Synergetics: Explorations in the
Whole for the Whole >.
Geometry of inking (new york, ny: Macmillan, 1982).
36
19
Agriculture: nadia Arumugam, “un Says Europe Wastes 50%
I have two master lists of book reviews, both easily
found by searching online for each list title: Worth a look:
of fruit and Vegetables – and America Isn’t Must Better,” Forbes (4
Book review lists (positive future-oriented) and Worth a
october 2012), dana gunders, “Wasted: how America is losing up
look: Book review lists (negative Status-Quo).
to 40 percent of Its food from farm to fork to landﬁll,” National
20
Resources Defense Council (August 2012); Energy: Barry fischer, “uS
robert david Steele, “Creating a Smart nation:
Strategy, policy, Intelligence, and Information,” Government
Wastes 61-86% of Its Energy,” CleanTechnica (26 August 2013);
Information Quarterly (13/2, 1996).
health: Michael galper et al, “e price of excess: Identifying waste
21
in healthcare spending,” PriceWaterhouseCoopers (April 2008); Miliis objective is generally as stated by Buckminster
tary: Scot paltrow, “Behind the pentagon’s doctored ledgers, a runfuller over the course of his life.
22
ning tally of epic waste,” Reuters (18 november 2013), Stockholm
one analytic model, created in 1976, remains useful
International peace research Institute, “e uS spends more on
today, see “graphic: preconditions of revolution in the uSA
defense than the next eight countries combined,” Peter G. Peterson
Today,” PBI (16 August 2011), and the underlying graduate theFoundation (13 April 2014), perry Chiaramonte, “War on waste:
sis also available online.
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pentagon auditor spotlights uS billions blown in Afghanistan,”
Fox News (28 July 2014); Water: robert david Steele, “Water: Soul
of the Earth, Mirror of our Collective Souls,” Huﬃngton Post (7
January 2011).
37
There have been books and conferences on bio-mimicry –
one current and evolving concept I ﬁnd especially interesting and
holistic is that of phd candidate Melissa Sterry of the uK, Bionic City.
She seeks to answer the question, “how would nature design a city?”
38
“phd Studentships,” Centre for doctoral Training in Embedded Intelligence, loughborough university.
39
russell Ackoff, “Transforming the Systems Movement,”
Conference paper (26 May 2004).
40
I disagree with those that consider artiﬁcial intelligence to be
an “existential” threat. It is human intelligence – for example, in creating and releasing Stuxnet – that is insanely dangerous. Computers
are water and energy pigs incapable of matching humans for petaﬂop
speeds and intuitive innovation. At PBI see these three posts: “rick
robinson: 11 reasons Computers fail Without humans” (8 September 2014); “graphic: When IT hits the Wall and only humans Will
do” (26 March 2013); and “graphic: Jim Bamford on the human
Brain” (28 december 2009).
41
e Conference on Inclusive Capitalism held in london on
27 May 2014, sponsored by the City of london and E. l. rothschild, opening with h.r.h. e prince of Wales, was a primal
scream. What they do not “get” is that for 1% of the money they
have under management, we can stop the pitchforks and create
inﬁnite wealth for all others.
42
Will durant, Philosophy and the Social Problem: e Annotated Edition (frisco, Tx: promethean press, 2008)
43
E. o. Wilson, Consilience: e Unity of Knowledge (new
york, ny: Vintage, 1999)
44
John Salston raul, Voltaire’s Bastards: e Dictatorship of
Reason in the West (new york, ny: Vintage, 1993) and Matt
Taibbi, Griftopia: A Story of Bankers, Politicians, and the Most
Audacious Power Grab in American History (new york, ny:
Spiegel & grau, 2011).
45
Cf. “Islamic finance and economy: unlocking its true
potential,” oxford Analytica global horizons Conference
panel, 17-19 September 2014.
46
Cf. paul Vallely, “A Church for the poor,” New York
Times (4 September 2014).
47
Cf. C. K. prahalad, e Fortune at the Bottom of the
Pyramid: Eradicating Poverty rough Proﬁts (philadelphia:
pA: Wharton School publishing, 2006).
48
Cf. at PBI, “yoda: Animal Intelligence and Sensing”
(21 August 2014) and “Schwartzreport: e plants are
Talking – Intra-Terrestial Intelligence” (8 May 2013).
49
Cf. paul linebaugh, Stop, ief!: e Commons,
Enclosures, and Resistance (oakland, CA: pM press, 2014).
50
Cf. Smedly Butler, War is a Racket (port Townshend, WA: feral house, 2003); Charles lewis, 935 Lies:
e Future of Truth and the Decline of America’s Moral
Integrity (new york, ny: publicAﬀairs, 2014); and Charles
perrow, e Next Catastrophe: Reducing Our Vulnerabilities
to Natural, Industrial, and Terrorist Disasters (princeton, nJ:
princeton university press, 2011).
51
Academic, civil society, commerce, government, law
enforcement, media, military, non-government/non-proﬁt.
52
Cf. “Autonomous Internet road Map at the peer to
peer foundation, [accessed 10 September 2014].
53
Cf. liberation Technology @ phi Beta Iota,
http://www.phibetaiota.net/?s=liberation+Technology.
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54
Several depictions of the herring Triangle are easily
found at http://www.phibetaiota.net/?s=graphic+herring.
55
I address this at length in Intelligence for Earth: Clarity,
Diversity, Integrity, & Sustainability (oakton, VA: Earth Intelligence network, 2010).
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